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Educational Services Commission of New Jersey

New Jersey State Approved Co-op #65MCESCCPS

Bid Number: ESCNJ 19/20-24 

Bid Title: Scientific Equipment, Accessories & Supplies

Bid Term:

9/20/2019 through 9/19/2021; Extended to 9/19/2022

School Specialty, Inc. offers a wide assortment of items including Frey, CPO and Delta brands. 
This expanded product offering ensures that all educator needs are satisfied by their wide 
selection of categories. Following is the awarded catalog discount for Equipment, Accessories 
& Supplies. 

School Specialty catalog - Secondary Science 2019

List Price Less 30%  - All counties served.

All discounts apply to the current year catalogs which are located on the School Specialty website at: 
http://catalogs.schoolspecialty.com. If you have not received your catalog, you can request a copy on 
the site as well. 

*(All catalogs may contain a limited number of items that are listed as "Net Price" and not eligible for 
any discounts. These items are indicated by an "N" prefix in the item number. Also excluded is any 
catalog that bears notation: no other discounts apply) 

Exclusions: Discount excludes all products with a prefix of N or LN. 

Ship to Location Item Shipping Charge 
Prefix 

48 States-Parcel Orders 5 $5 Minimum or 12% charge based on NET subtotal 
48 States-Parcel Orders 9 $9.95 minimum or free over $49 based on NET subtotal 
48 States-Non-Parcel Orders 6 $99 minimum or 15% charge based on NET subtotal 

ttlive specimens (prefix L} and hazardous materials (prefix H} may incur additional charges. 
Please refer to www.schoolspecialty.com for more information. 
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Senior Contract Coordinator 

School Specialty Bid Department 140 Marble Drive, Lancaster PA 17601 
· Ph: 888-388-3224 · Fax: 800-675-1775

Exceptions to shipping: Hazardous Materials: One -three items = $25.00, four or more items = $75.00

Live Materials: One to three items = $12.50, four to five items = $22.00, six+ items = $30.00




